
In a future of self-driving cars, 

emerging applications will improve 

safety and sophisticate the 

interactions between vehicle and 

human. Hereby, light signals may 

play an increasingly important role 

with the outside world. Display-like 

surfaces or projection devices can 

serve up multiple traditional and 

emerging signals, bringing more 

safety and comfort.
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Have you seen the light?
Future light signals for enhanced safety and comfort

WHICH KEY APPLICATION FEATURES DRIVE POTENTIAL BENEFITS? PRIMARY APPLICATIONS

Signaling for assisted and 
autonomous driving vehicles

Traditional signaling functions 
(tail/stop, turn, DRL/position, …)

Extended communication 
signals to other road users 
for increased safety

Other applications yet to emerge!

Which colors are useful? Which advantages would a multi-color display 
bring over mono-color signals?

Which brightness level is appropriate for optimal visibility? 

The first examples of linear dynamic light signals are on the road for turn, 
tail or welcome lights. Which additional functionalities would a 2D or 3D 
display with higher resolution enable?

What are the most attractive locations for these displays, offering new 
application possibilities?

Which characteristics of these displays will be important to enhance styling?
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Pedestrians can confidently cross the road.

Occupants of nearby vehicles are grateful for displayed 
warning messages.

Cyclists appreciate being informed in advance that a vehicle 
plans to overtake.

Everyone feels safer with friendly signals that indicate intent.

Occupants feel welcome and safe with individualized 
messages and guided paths.
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